Emerging roles for the death adaptor FADD in death receptor avidity and cell cycle regulation.
The Fas-associated death domain protein FADD is best known as an adaptor protein that senses a signal received at a death receptor and nucleates the assembly of the death-inducing signaling complex. Recent work reveals unexpected properties for this signaling protein, suggesting new roles for FADD in apoptotic signaling and in non-apoptotic functions linked to chemical modification of the FADD C-terminus. These new studies suggest novel types of high valency complexes may form in the plasma membrane and in the nucleus, raising intriguing questions as to how FADD senses the environment and responds to different signaling inputs to promote a biochemical response. In particular, we discuss the role of FADD in death receptor avidity and examine the relationship between FADD phosphorylation and subcellular localization with respect to various biological functions. Since FADD serves to modulate both apoptosis and cell cycle progression, these new findings promote the concept that differential complex assembly dictates disparate cellular processes mediated by this adaptor molecule.